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Let it Rain

If Gratitude is God then 

then this is my prayer

Blessed with all the air 

that one could inhale

For real, if I lose it, 

that’s all, 

it’s the truth
“Never let anyone 

take your smile 

from you”
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CIDADE 

UM
 CORPO

perdido
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Feeling lost in the woods through the life 

of the mind

So many wolves, I just 

want to be 

with my own 

kind
All the owls keep staring I can tell what 

they think

“Delusions”, they know them and they sing 

em’ in sync.4



BRASIL,

bolsonaro 

nunca!  
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Tourist tributaries

Tiny pups held by high hemmed, grey flecked owners.

Shoes shaded by brown leafed trees.

Neck arched over thick book,

forgotten frapPE

Back combed hair plus white trousers,

wife in large sunglasses under grey evening cloud.
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I’m from Handsworth, but I’m here right now

Dark skin, I held the weapon, I pulled the 

plough

Oh man if you only knew half my story

But I’m not saying shit

Because “Presence is God’s gift of glory”

So what if I’m drinking rose with my pinkie 

finger out

I’m goofy like that; I love it, for real, 

no doubt
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Ready to meet the sea.

Legs ready to keel,

Heavy arms,

lungs longing for bed.

Combinations of pastels, paved and palms.

Coffee streets, long legged tourists.

The glamour, the heat.

The persistence and the falling away,

until words lie languid.

Any timechecking is absent and sleeping´s forever

The surrounding sea, no toes dipped, arms of sand and lounging luxury.

Penny roasting heat, stumbling through wanting to leave and wanting 

to say.
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Don’t let them in; don’t let 

them think for you

It’s almost like you don’t see shit the way 

that I do

From lifetimes away, it’s all so small 

anyway

We have so little time, plus any day could 

be your day

So Pay respect, for your mind is your Gaia, 

Your mother and messiah
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negativity

is a desease
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Haply, I cannot heave my heart into my mouth.

A clamber through dry pines,

under thunder clamour

and cicada singing,

crunching countless snail shells underfoot,

between tourist castle circulars of the summit,

and half empty beachside bars.

Encroaching on peace

and wanting a path away from preamble,

aching off the exoskeleton.

Ditching this hefty horseload,
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Dear lord, cleanse me of my 

sour soul and vicious 

thoughts 

Give me peace of mind; so 

that I in turn may be kind

Mary, Holiest, Devine.

To uplift my brothers and 

sing with my sisters

While we bathe by the pearly 

gates like Christians
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Burning down the barn with all 

of the crops too

I have matchsticks and every right, 

tonight I’ll make my move

And prove that even I can make a 

change 

“While using the fire to heat a fam-

ily’s stove would do the same,

Deal with kindness, not hate, and 

let the others play that game

Hate kills, love conquers all, so 

child

Set fire with your smile, 

free 

voices 

with 

your 

flame
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Mentmore/Mallorca

Sky and sea empty of colour.

Stick drawing letters in the sand,

scouring the ground for pulsing nougats 

of yellow amber or black jet.

All the armoured rooftops leap away 

from blue band horizon and each corner 

turned leads to the top of the 

street-the only street.

I walk round the back of the hon-

ey-brick house 

and I see how I ran through the garden 

to full and expectant table.

See how the tree still stands, not paved 

over, like in sleep.

And this other sky, this other sea,

Arm stretch shoulder pose and poised 

smile,

Pouring along the coast or the avenues,

Handbags exclusive

Or see the cut and poise of serene bank 

accounts,

Seeing and not seeing.

Finding and not finding,

Searching for the garden and the sea.
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What happened to the 

love?

Whipped at the back has 

made you hard?

Baby you were moulded by 

clay, the way we all are

So be soft, and float on 

the river of life

Heavy hearts sink to the 

bottom

Pull a soul up by the 

hands if you got em’
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It shouldn’t take death to appreciate 

life
Why wait till we’re old, why not break the 

mould?

Look up, all this ain’t just for others

Sorry I mean my sisters, my brothers

“No explanation needed,

 Trust yourself, be yourself, 

Give thanks to whom you should

Fuck the gossip, Focus on the good”18
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